
Backstory, Spiels and Audio Christmas is Cancelled

NOTE - This project was focused on clarifying the game’s pre-

show audio recording. The client felt that the original pre-show 

did not clearly convey the escape room’s story or objective. The 

original audio did not address what Krampus — the antagonist — 

was. 

NARRATIVE BACKSTORY

NOTE- In order to clarify the audio recording, I tweaked the 

game’s original backstory to convey more about the incidents 

that have happened since Krampus arrived. I also clarified the 

objective and explained why the customers — playing the role of 

townspeople — would participate in the game. 

You’re a mean one, Mr. Kramups.  

The Christmas spirt has come to the quiet town of Parkview Pointe. 

Yet, this season, the town has been visited by a wickedly horrible 

creature, rather than a jolly old elf. Fruitcake and cheer have been 

replaced by dread and fear. Someone — or some thing — has taken up 

residence in the long-abandoned cabin on Beachstone Lake. Quiet for 

years, this cabin has suddenly sprung to life with Christmas 

decorations and the delightful scent of gingerbread. Cheerful 
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Christmas standards fills the air around the cabin. All is calm. All 

is not right.

Curious residents and carolers have visited the cabin to welcome this 

mysterious new neighbor. None have returned. Baby, it’s terrifying 

inside. 

Some say that Krampus — the half-goat, half-demon Christmas evildoer — 

has taken up residence. Their rumors became fact when the children of 

Parkview Pointe noticed that their gifts under the tree and letters to 

Santa were missing — replaced with a terrifying note from Krampus

The demon has invited the town to play a terrifying reindeer game. 

Those that enter his lair and solve his puzzles in 60 minutes are free 

to have all of the children’s letters and gifts. Many have tired. None 

have returned.

Town authorities have declared that Christmas is cancelled. Residents 

are asked to take down any decorations, throw away their fruitcake, 

lock up their Elf on the Shelf and shut their chimneys. Do you fear 

what I fear? 

Already, there’s a revolt against the cancellation. The town’s best 

problem solvers are forming a task force. They are teaming up to take 
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on Krampus, solve his riddles and return the gifts to the children of 

the town — in 60 minutes or less.

Christmas is Cancelled is a frightfully festive game that will test 

your winter wisdom as you solve puzzles, riddles and uncover holiday-

themed hints. Solve the riddles, grab the gifts and escape the lair of 

the terrifying beast.

LIVE SPIELS AND NARRATIONS

Tour Guide Spiel

Outside The Cabin/ Safety Spiel

Good evening citizens of Parkview Pointe. I am Deputy Mayor <NAME>. On 

behalf of the town’s leadership, we’d like to thank you for coming 

together to take back Christmas from the creature that has invaded our 

small town. Your belief in the season is strong and the children of 

the town will be thankful for your courage in rescuing their stolen 

presents and letters to Santa. We don’t understand why the Krampus has 

chosen our town, but we know that you fine group of problem solvers 

will prevail. While we admire your courage, the town’s legal counsel 

has asked me to relay some safety reminders before entering the cabin 

in order to nullify any lawsuits that may occur after your expedition. 
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Once you enter the cabin, the main door will be locked. Besides this 

door, all doors throughout the cabin will remain unlocked once opened. 

While we encourage you to find all the gifts, you may exit at any time 

by using the push to exit button next to the main cabin door. 

If you happen to find that Krampus has left keys, you may use them to 

open doors or other objects. Those keys will only be used once, so 

please leave the key in the lock you open.

While you’re free to touch or pick up things, please don’t use 

excessive force to do so. If things are meant to move, they eventually 

will. Also, please limit touching to things that are in normal reach. 

If you make it out safely — and we’re counting on it — please check 

your pockets for small items that you may have accidentally picked up 

during your experience. You don’t want to take a part of Beachstone 

Lake cabin home with you! 

To assist you during your visit, we have installed speakers and 

cameras inside the cabin. I’ll remain safely outside the cabin and 

monitor your process. If you find yourself stuck, simply ask me, and 

I’ll do my best to help. 
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We’re not sure when the door will mysteriously open to let you inside. 

But…as you’re waiting, I’ll put on the local 24-hour Christmas station 

to help fill you with Christmas cheer. Good luck.

<Host departs. Pre-Show Audio Begins>

AUDIO TOUR SEQUENCE 

SFX: Sound of a radio dial. Static. It’s a very weak signal.

                                                                                      

                             RADIO D.J.

Ho ho ho. Jolly Jack Frost here at W-N-T-R 102.5. Here’s an update on 

the happenings at the Beachstone Lake cabin. Authorities have 

confirmed that Krampus, the half-goat, half-demon Christmas evildoer 

is behind our town’s holiday haunting. Last week, the long-abandoned 

cabin suddenly sprung to life with Christmas cheer. Soon after, 

children reported that their gifts and letters to Santa had vanished. 

In their place was a letter from Krampus, who challenged anyone to 

enter the cabin and return the stolen gifts to the tree. If they 

succeed, then our town will experience joyful Christmas sessions for 

decades to come. If they fail, then Christmas will be forever 

cancelled in here in Parkview Pointe. We’ve just learned our town’s 

best and brightest are there as I speak to snuff out the corrupt 

creature and his dirty deeds. I’m sending out good tidings to those 

brave holiday spirits. You’re a mean one, Mr. Krampus, but this group 

will bring joy to the world by spoiling your demented reindeer game. 

Now let’s get back to the music with Santa, Come Stuff My Stocking by 

Frank Incense and the Myrrh Men. 
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SXF: Sound of radio dial. Static fades away. 
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